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ABSTRACT linkage (Stuber et al., 1992; Crow, 1999). Epistasis, par-
ticularly between linked loci, may also be an explanationHeterotic groups and patterns are of fundamental importance in
for heterosis in maize (Cockerham and Zeng, 1996). Nohybrid breeding of maize (Zea mays L.). The major goal of this study
data exclude the possibility of all three mechanismswas to investigate the relationship between heterosis and genetic

distance determined with simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers. The contributing to heterosis, albeit in different proportions.
objectives of our research were to (i) compare the genetic diversity Lamkey and Edwards (1999) coined the term panmic-
within and between seven tropical maize populations, (ii) test alterna- tic midparent heterosis to describe the deviation in per-
tive hypotheses on the relationship between panmictic midparent formance between a population cross and the mean of its
heterosis (PMPH) and genetic distances determined with SSR mark- two parent populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
ers, and (iii) evaluate the use of SSR markers for grouping of germ- Quantitative genetic theory shows that in the absenceplasm and establishing heterotic patterns in hybrid breeding of tropical

of epistasis and two alleles per locus, PMPH is a func-maize. Published data of a diallel of seven tropical maize populations
tion of the product of the dominance effect and theevaluated for agronomic traits in seven environments were reanalyzed
square of the difference in gene frequencies at the re-to calculate PMPH in population hybrids. In addition, 48 individuals
spective locus (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 255),from each population were sampled and assayed with 85 SSR markers

covering the entire maize genome. A total of 532 alleles in the 7 � 48 which corresponds to the square of the MRD (Mel-
genotypes assayed were detected. The analysis of molecular variance chinger, 1999). In fact, a linear increase in PMPH with
(AMOVA) revealed that 89.8% of the variation was found within increasing genetic distance (Hypothesis 1) was hypothe-
populations and only 10.2% between populations. The correlation sized in a diallel of U.S. maize populations (Moll et
between PMPH and the squared modified Roger’s distance (MRD) al., 1962).
based on SSR markers was significantly positive (P � 0.05) only for In contrast, experimental data reported by Moll et al.grain yield (r � 0.63). With SSR analyses, it was possible to assign

(1965) in a study with tropical maize populations ofPopulation 29 (Pop29) to the established Heterotic Group A and
diverse geographic origin suggest that PMPH increasespropose new heterotic groups (Pop25, Pop43). We conclude that SSR
with increasing genetic distance only up to an optimummarkers provide a powerful tool for grouping of germplasm and are
level but thereafter decreases in extremely wide crossesa valuable complementation to field trials for identifying groups with

satisfactory heterotic response. (Hypothesis 2). The authors explained this by fertility
distortion in wide crosses and epistatic interactions of
genes. While Moll et al. (1962, 1965) inferred the genetic
distance from the geographic origin of the populations,Genetic diversity in maize plays a key role for future
to our knowledge no attempts have been made to verifybreeding progress. The development of molecular
or falsify the above hypotheses with more reliable datamarkers provides a tool for assessing the genetic diver-
based on molecular markers.sity at the DNA level in plant species (Melchinger and

The choice of heterotic groups is fundamental in hy-Gumber, 1998). In particular, SSR markers show poten-
brid breeding of maize (Melchinger and Gumber, 1998).tial for large-scale DNA fingerprinting of maize geno-
While heterotic patterns in temperate maize have beentypes due to the high level of polymorphism detected
established more than 50 yr ago, a clearly defined heter-(Smith et al., 1997), their analyses by automated systems
otic pattern does not exist in the tropical maize of the(Sharon et al., 1997), and their high accuracy and repeat-
CIMMYT germplasm. Therefore, before embarking onability (Heckenberger et al., 2002).
a hybrid breeding program, CIMMYT conducted sev-Most evidence in maize suggests that the genetic basis
eral diallel studies for identifying populations showingof heterosis is partial to complete dominance (Hallauer
not only good per se performance but also high heterosiset al., 1988; Stuber et al., 1992). Overdominance has
in their crosses (Beck et al., 1990; Crossa et al., 1990;long been discussed as the basis of heterosis (East, 1936;
Vasal et al., 1992a,b,c). Genetic distances based on mo-Crow, 1948). However, many data supporting overdom-
lecular markers have been suggested as a tool for group-inance presumably resulted from pseudooverdomi-
ing of similar germplasm as a first step in identifyingnance, arising from dominant alleles in repulsion phase
promising heterotic patterns (Melchinger, 1999).

The major goal of this study was to investigate the
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bin/ssr_bin.pl) based on repeat unit and bin location to providetermined with SSR markers. The objectives of our re-
uniform coverage of the entire maize genome. The SSRs weresearch were to (i) compare the genetic diversity within
multiplexed for maximum efficiency. Fragments were sepa-and between seven tropical maize populations, (ii) test
rated using acrylamide gels run on an ABI 377 automatic DNAalternative hypotheses on the relationship between
sequencer. Fragment sizes were calculated with GeneScan 3.1PMPH and genetic distances determined with SSR
(Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems) using the Local Southernmarkers, and (iii) evaluate the use of SSR markers for
sizing method; allele identity was assigned using Genotypergrouping of germplasm and establishing heterotic pat- 2.1 (Perkin Elmer/Applied Biosystems) and the two inbred

terns for hybrid breeding of tropical maize. lines CML51 and CML292 as control. Data have been stored
in the MaizeDB database (http://nucleus. agron.missouri.edu/
cgi-bin/ssr_bin.pl).MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field Trials
Statistical Analyses

The field experiments were previously described in detail
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were computed for theby Vasal et al. (1992a). Briefly, their investigation involved

three plant traits. A mixed linear model was used with thesix tropical late white maize populations and one gene pool
assumption that effects of entries were fixed and all otherdeveloped by CIMMYT (Table 1). The seven maize popula-

tions were crossed in a 7 � 7 diallel mating design at Poza effects were considered random. Following Analysis III of
Rica, Mexico, in the 1985 winter season. All possible 21 crosses Gardner and Eberhart (1966), the sums of squares and degrees
were made in both directions using bulked pollen of each of freedom (27 df) for entries were orthogonally partioned
parent population. Seeds from each cross and its reciprocal into the contrast between parents vs. crosses (1 df), the varia-
were bulked to represent a particular cross. Seed increase of tion among populations (6 df), and the variation among crosses
each parent population was done simultaneously by random (20 df) with a further subdivision into general combining abil-
mating to ensure Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. ity (GCA) and specific combining ability (SCA) effects. A

The parents and their crosses were evaluated in field trials corresponding subdivision was made on the entry � environ-
for grain yield, days to silking, and plant height at seven loca- ment interaction sums of squares. Entry mean squares were
tions (Tlaltizapán, Poza Rica, Silao, Tlacomulco, and Obregón tested by F tests for significance by using the corresponding
in Mexico; Palmira in Colombia; and Nakornsawan in Thai- entry � environment mean squares. Entry � environment
land) during 1985-1986. The experimental design was a ran- mean squares were tested for significance by using the pooled
domized complete block design with three replications at each error mean square. The PMPH of each cross was calculatedlocation. The experimental unit consisted of two 5-m rows as the difference between the F1 mean and the respectivespaced 75 cm and a plant density of �53 333 plants ha�1. All

midparent mean across all environments.rows were hand-harvested and grain yield was calculated from
The gene diversity (D) based on SSR data was calculateddry ear weight at harvest assuming 80% shelling and adjusted

for each population according to Weir (1996, p. 151):to 155 g kg�1 grain moisture.

D � 1 �
1
m �

m

i�1
�
ai

j�1

p2
ij, [1]Simple Sequence Repeat Analyses

From each of the seven populations, 48 randomly chosen
where pij is the frequency of the jth allele at the ith marker,individuals were analyzed separately. The seeds used for ex-
ai is the number of alleles at the ith marker, and m refers to thetracting DNA were from the same selection cycle as the popu-
number of markers. In addition to D, we used the AMOVA tolations tested in the field trials; however, the populations were
divide the genetic variation into components attributable tomultiplied repeatedly by CIMMYT’s maize genebank since
the variance between and within populations (Michalakis and1985.
Excoffier, 1996).DNA was extracted employing the CTAB procedure

We calculated the MRD between two populations or indi-(Clarke et al., 1989). The 85 SSR markers were chosen from
the MaizeDB database (http://nucleus. agron.missouri.edu/cgi- viduals (Wright, 1978, p. 91; Goodman and Stuber, 1983) as:

Table 1. Description of the seven CIMMYT tropical late maize populations used in this study.

Name; selection cycle;
Population or pool Heterotic Group Germplasm description

Pool24 Tropical Late White Dent; Mainly based on Tuxpeño germplasm but includes also some materials from Central America,
C21; A the Carribean, and Zaire. White dent grain type. Tolerant to ear and stalk rots. Selected for

resistance to fall armyworm.
Pop21 Tuxpeño-1; C5; A Composed of seven Tuxpeño races plus some familes from Pool 24. White dent grain type.

Excellent standability and relatively short plant type. Fairly tolerant to most foliar diseases.
Pop22 Mezcla Tropical Blanc; C6; A Broad genetic base, including Tuxpeño, ETO Blanco, Antigua, and Central American

germplasm. White dent-semident grain type. Improved for downy mildew resistance in
Thailand and the Philippines.

Pop25 Blanco-Cristalino-3; C0; B Derived from tropical late white flint Pool 23. Composed of white flint selections from crosses
among materials from Mexico, Colombia, the Caribbean, Central America, India, Thailand,
and the Philippines. White flint grain type. Improved for husk cover and resistance to ear
and stalk rot as well as root and stalk lodging.

Pop29 Tuxpeño Caribe; C5; unassigned Broad genetic base including Tuxpeño, Cuban flints, and ETO. White dent grain type. Improved
for reduced plant height, stalk and root lodging, and husk cover.

Pop32 ETO Blanco; C5; B Developed in Colombia with germplasm from South America, Cuba, Mexico, and the U.S.
cornbelt. White flint grain type. Improved for shorter plant type at CIMMYT.

Pop43 La Posta; C5; unassigned Tuxpeño synthetic composed of 16 S1 lines. White grain type. Improved for resistance to streak
virus in Nigeria.
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Table 2. Means (above diagonal) and panmictic midparent heterosis (below diagnoal) for grain yield, days to silking, and plant height
of seven CIMMYT tropical late white maize populations and their crosses averaged across data from seven environments during 1985
and 1986.

Populations

Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43

Grain yield, Mg ha�1

per se 6.36 6.66 7.12 6.31 6.51 5.96 7.05
Pool24 7.22 6.90 6.80 6.78 6.56 6.98
Pop21 0.71 7.34 7.40 6.98 7.15 7.83
Pop22 0.16 0.45 6.92 7.21 7.55 7.55
Pop25 0.47 0.92 0.21 6.78 6.68 7.07
Pop29 0.37 0.40 0.40 0.37 7.34 7.06
Pop32 0.64 0.84 1.01 0.55 1.11 7.40
Pop43 0.10 0.98 0.47 0.39 0.28 0.90 0.49†

Plant height, cm
per se 217.0 217.9 212.9 205.9 204.1 217.1 234.9
Pool24 224.9 217.2 216.6 213.9 218.5 227.1
Pop21 7.5 219.6 216.7 210.8 223.8 226.8
Pop22 2.3 4.2 208.3 212.1 216.3 216.7
Pop25 5.2 4.8 �1.1 215.1 213.0 220.8
Pop29 6.1 �0.2 3.6 10.1 211.2 216.9
Pop32 �0.5 6.3 1.3 1.5 0.6 229.6
Pop43 �9.4 0.4 �7.2 0.4 �2.6 3.6 8.8†

Days to silking, d
per se 68.0 69.8 67.4 66.4 68.3 69.1 70.4
Pool24 69.4 67.3 67.9 68.0 67.8 69.8
Pop21 0.5 68.2 67.7 69.4 68.8 68.9
Pop22 �0.4 �0.4 66.3 66.4 67.1 67.1
Pop25 0.7 �0.4 �0.6 66.5 66.9 67.9
Pop29 �0.3 0.4 �1.5 �0.9 68.0 69.2
Pop32 �0.7 �0.7 �1.2 �0.9 �0.7 68.9
Pop43 �1.3 �1.2 �1.8 �0.5 �0.2 �0.9 1.4†

† LSD0.05 of the means.

icant (P � 0.01) only for grain yield and amounted to
MRD � � 1

2m �
m

i�1
�
ai

j�1

(pij � qij)2, [2] 0.56 Mg ha�1. Grain yield differed significantly (P �
0.01) among the seven parent populations as well as

where pij and qij are allele frequencies of the jth allele at the among the 21 crosses and ranged from 5.96 Mg ha�1

ith marker in the two entries under consideration and ai and (Pop32) to 7.12 Mg ha�1 (Pop22) for the parent popula-
m as defined above. Standard errors of MRD estimates were tions and from 6.56 Mg ha�1 (Pop32 � Pool 24) to 7.83
obtained by using a bootstrap procedure with resampling over Mg ha�1 (Pop21 � Pop43) for the crosses (Table 2).markers and individuals.

The variation among the crosses was mainly due toAssociations among the populations were revealed with
significant (P � 0.01) GCA effects, whereas SCA effectsprincipal coordinate analysis (PCoA) (Gower, 1966) based on
were not significant for any trait.MRD estimates. Multiple regression analysis was used to study

Maximum PMPH for grain yield was observed in crossthe relationship between PMPH and squared modified Rog-
er’s distance (MRD2). The PCoA was performed with the Pop29 � Pop32 with 1.11 Mg ha�1, although it was not
statistical software R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) and multi- the top yielding cross. Minimum PMPH was observed
ple regression analysis with the statistical software SAS (SAS in cross Pop43 � Pool24 with 0.10 Mg ha�1.
Institute, 1988).

Simple Sequence Marker Data
RESULTS

The 85 SSR primers generated a total of 532 alleles
Agronomic Trials in the 336 genotypes (7 populations � 48 individuals)

analyzed. The number of alleles per marker across allThe combined ANOVA showed highly significant
seven populations was on average 6.3 and ranged from(P � 0.01) differences among the 28 entries (7 popula-
2 to 16 (Table 3). Gene diversity D within the seventions, 21 crosses) for all three traits, but no significant
populations ranged from 0.503 to 0.580 with a meangenotype � environment interactions (Table 2 of Vasal
of 0.539 (Table 3). Values of MRD between pairs ofet al., 1992a). The comparison of parents vs. crosses,

which provides a measure for average PMPH, was signif- populations averaged 0.258 and ranged from 0.203

Table 3. Gene diversity D within populations, average number (ā) and standard deviation �a of alleles per population.

Population

Statistic Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43 Total

D 0.559 0.548 0.535 0.527 0.580 0.518 0.503 0.593
ā 4.247 4.259 4.226 4.000 4.294 3.541 3.553 6.259
�a 2.029 1.814 1.679 1.766 1.792 1.593 1.687 2.583
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Table 4. Modified Roger’s distances between populations (above
diagonal) and their standard error (below diagonal).

Population

Population Pool24 Pop21 Pop22 Pop25 Pop29 Pop32 Pop43

Pool24 0.219 0.203 0.224 0.216 0.270 0.248
Pop21 0.016 0.222 0.272 0.236 0.305 0.286
Pop22 0.014 0.016 0.250 0.233 0.284 0.268
Pop25 0.021 0.024 0.021 0.259 0.263 0.278
Pop29 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.023 0.285 0.274
Pop32 0.017 0.019 0.020 0.023 0.023 0.318
Pop43 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.026 0.019 0.021

(Pool24 � Pop22) to 0.318 (Pop32 � Pop43) with signifi-
cant (P � 0.01) differences between MRD estimates

Fig. 1. Principal coordinate analysis of the seven tropical maize popu-(Table 4). The AMOVA revealed that 89.8% of the lations based on modified Roger’s distance. PC1, PC2, and PC3
molecular genetic variance was found within popula- are the first, second, and third principal coordinate, respectively.
tions and 10.2% between populations (Table 5). Heterotic Group A (Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24), Heterotic Group

B (Pop25, Pop32), and populations not yet assigned to heteroticIn the PCoA based on MRD estimates for the popula-
groups (Pop29, Pop43) are shown.tions, the first three principal coordinates (PC) ex-

plained 27.3, 22.1, and 15.8% of the total variation,
this goal, germplasm originally developed by intermat-respectively (Fig. 1). Pop21, Pop22, Pop29, and Pool24
ing genetically diverse races were grouped according towere clearly separated from Pop32 and Pop25 with re-
ecology, grain color, and maturity. The groups werespect to the first principal coordinate (PC1). Pop43 and
tested in diallel designs, each involving six to 10 popula-Pop25 were separated from the other populations with
tions or pools. On the basis of their performance data,respect to PC2 and PC3. Principal coordinate analysis
the populations were categorized (Vasal et al., 1999).based on individual plants also resulted in a clear separa-
Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24 were assigned to Heterotiction between a cluster consisting of Pop21, Pop22,
Group A, while Pop25 and Pop32 were allotted to Het-Pop29, and Pool24 and a cluster comprising Pop25,
erotic Group B. Pop29 and Pop43 have not yet beenPop32, and Pop43 (Fig. 2).
assigned to these or other heterotic groups.

Relationship between Panmictic Midparent
Genetic Diversity among and withinHeterosis and Marker Data

the PopulationsThe MRD2 was plotted against PMPH of grain yield,
In this study, we found on average across the sevenplant height, and days to silking (Fig. 3) and analyzed

populations 6.3 alleles per marker. Lu and Bernardowith multiple regression. The MRD2 was significantly
correlated with PMPH for grain yield (r � 0.63; P �
0.01) and negatively for days to silking (r � �0.44; P �
0.05) and plant height (r � �0.13). Neither the quadratic
nor the cubic regression model gave a significantly bet-
ter fit to the data than the linear regression (data not
shown).

DISCUSSION
CIMMYT’s maize germplasm bank contains about

8000 accessions of tropical maize for use in breeding.
Breeding efforts at CIMMYT in the early 1960s and
1970s were focused on population improvement via re-
current selection and, therefore, emphasized formation
of genetically broad-based populations and pools disre-
garding heterotic patterns and combining ability (Vasal
et al., 1999). Their mixed genetic constitution makes
the task of assigning them to genetically diverse and
complementary heterotic groups difficult. To achieve

Table 5. Analysis of molecular variance of the seven tropical
maize populations analyzed with 85 SSR markers. Fig. 2. Principal coordinate analysis of individuals from seven tropical

maize populations based on modified Roger’s distance. PC1 andVariance
PC2 are the first and second principal coordinate, respectively.Source of variation df SS components % variation
Heterotic Group A (Pop21, Pop22, and Pool24, open squares),

Among populations 6 1 443.8 2.3 10.2 Heterotic Group B (Pop25, filled triangles; Pop32, open triangles),
Within populations 665 13 430.6 20.2 89.8 and populations not yet assigned to heterotic groups (Pop29, open
Total 671 14 874.4 22.5 100.0 diamonds; Pop43, filled diamonds) are shown.
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(2001) detected for 40 U.S. inbred lines an average of for 33% of the genetic variation among crosses for this
trait (Vasal et al., 1992a). In accordance with quantita-4.9 alleles using 83 SSR markers. Senior et al. (1998)

reported an average of five alleles in their study with tive genetic theory (Melchinger, 1999) the correlation
of MRD2 was lower with hybrid performance (r � 0.41;94 elite maize inbreds, representative of the diversity

in the U.S. maize germplasm, and 70 SSR markers. P � 0.05) than with PMPH for grain yield (r � 0.63;
P � 0.01). On the basis of a literature survey with singleHence, the total number of alleles per marker was higher

in our study than previously reported in the literature. crosses produced from inbreds, Melchinger (1999)
pointed out that only intragroup crosses show a correla-This and the high average number of alleles per popula-

tion (Table 3) in our study suggests a broad genetic base tion between parental genetic distance and midparent
heterosis, but not intergroup crosses. However, a closerof the seven populations.

Pop29 had the highest gene diversity D followed by examination of the graph between MRD2 and PMPH
(Fig. 3) did not provide any clue in this direction.Pool24 and Pop21 (Table 3). This is consistent with

pedigree information (Table 1) because the populations While Hypothesis 1 postulates a linear relation be-
tween MRD2 and PMPH, under Hypothesis 2 a qua-have been established using a wide range of germplasm.

The lowest D value observed for Pop43 is also in accor- dratic or cubic regression is expected to fit the data
better than linear regression. However, in our studydance with its pedigree, because it was generated from

16 S1 lines including only Tuxpeño germplasm. Ranking neither a quadratic nor a cubic regression model gave
a significantly better fit to the data than linear regres-of the populations based on D was almost identical with

their ranking based on the average number of alleles sion. This is in accordance with the graphs shown in
Fig. 3. Consequently, our results confirm Hypothesis 1per marker (rank correlation rs � 0.93; P � 0.01). Alto-

gether, the high percentage (89.8%) of the molecular for the tropical maize germplasm investigated here.
A decrease in PMPH of genetically very distant popu-variance revealed by the AMOVA (Table 5) within

populations is in harmony with the broad genetic base lations is generally attributed to the lack of coadaption
between both allelic and nonallelic combinations ofof the materials used for their synthesis (Table 1). Since

related germplasm such as various sources from Tux- genes from the two parental haploid genomes, resulting
in reduced or negative dominance and negative epistaticpeño or ETO entered different populations, it was also

not surprising to find only a minor variance between effects, respectively (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p.
255). A major reason for the absence of an optimum inpopulations (Table 5). A more detailed analysis of the

population subdivision with test statistics of the AMOVA the relationship between genetic distance and PMPH
in our study could be that all populations (Table 1) werewas not possible, because this would require knowledge

of the gametic phase for linked loci (Michalakis and more or less well adapted to the test environments. In
addition, we did not include extremely wide crosses, asExcoffier, 1996), which cannot be determined from SSR

analyses of heterozygous individuals. was the case in the experiment of Moll et al. (1965).
For hybrid breeding, Melchinger and Gumber (1998)

recommended the following criteria for the choice ofCorrelation between MRD2 and Panmictic
heterotic patterns: (i) high mean performance and largeMidparent Heterosis
genetic variance in the hybrid population; (ii) high per

We investigated the correlation between PMPH and se performance and good adaption of the parent popula-
MRD2 because quantitative genetic theory suggests a tions to the target region(s); (iii) low inbreeding depres-
linear relationship between both measures under certain sion, if hybrids are produced from inbreds. Under Hy-
assumptions (Falconer and Mackay, 1996, p. 255). This pothesis 1 (PMPH increases with increasing genetic
is in harmony with related studies on midparent hetero- distance), genetic distance could be used as a further
sis in crosses of inbred lines (see Melchinger et al., 1991; criterion for the identification of heterotic patterns.
Boppenmaier et al., 1993), where the commonly em- Considering all four criteria, the following promising
ployed Roger’s distance (1972) is equal to MRD2

heterotic patterns can be suggested: (i) Heterotic Group
(Melchinger, 1993). A low correlation between PMPH A with Heterotic Group B; (ii) Pop43 with Heterotic
and MRD2 can be attributable to several causes: (i) a Group A or B; (iii) Pop29 with Heterotic Group B
poor association between heterozygosity estimated or Pop43.
from marker data and heterozygosity at quantitative
trait loci affecting the trait examined, (ii) a poor associa- Grouping of Germplasmtion between heterozygosity and heterosis at quantita-
tive trait loci in the crosses examined (Charcosset et al., We chose the MRD as genetic distance measure be-

cause of its mathematical and genetic properties. In1991), (iii) existence of multiple alleles (Cress, 1966),
and (iv) epistasis (Moll et al., 1965). particular, it is an Euclidean distance, which is an often-

overlooked prerequisite for most multivariate analysisThe low correlations between MRD2 and PMPH for
plant height and days to silking were mostly due to methods (Jacquard, 1974, p. 465). Furthermore, in the

absence of epistasis and two alleles per locus, PMPH issmall PMPH estimates for these traits (Table 2). By
comparison, the corresponding correlation for grain a linear function of the product of the dominance effect

and the square of the MRD (Melchinger, 1999).yield was surprisingly high (r � 0.63; P � 0.01). This is
consistent with the relative large contribution of SCA Principal coordinate analysis based on MRD revealed

very clearly a major split between the populations fromeffects to the total sums of squares, which accounted
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Fig. 3. Relationship between squared Roger’s distance (MRD2) and panmictic midparent heterosis (PMPH) for grain yield, plant height, and
days to silking. Intrapool crosses within Heterotic Group A (filled squares) and Group B (filled triangles), interpool crosses between A and
B (*), and miscellaneous (open diamonds) are shown. 1 � Pool24, 2 � Pop21, 3 � Pop22, 4 � Pop25, 5 � Pop29, 6 � Pop32, 7 � Pop43;
r is the correlation coefficient and b the slope coefficient.

Heterotic Group A and Pop32 (Fig. 1). Pop25 is sepa- otic Group A (MRD � 0.26) than to Heterotic Group
B (MRD � 0.29), but the distance from Pop43 to Heter-rated from the other populations by PC3 and had an

average MRD at the population level to Heterotic otic Group A was higher than the average distance
between Heterotic Groups A and B. This together withGroup A of 0.24 and to Pop32 of 0.26. The assignment

of Pop25 to Heterotic Group B together with Pop32 the diallel analysis suggests classification of Pop43 as a
separate Heterotic Group D. According to the PCoAsoriginally based on testcross data was not supported by

our molecular data. This could be interpreted as an (Fig. 1, 2), Pop29 could be assigned to Heterotic Group
A, because it had a smaller average MRD to Heteroticindicator that Pop25 should have been established as

a separate Heterotic Group C. The values of PMPH Group A (0.22) than to B (0.26). The diallel analysis
supports this suggestion.(Table 2) support this hypothesis in that Pop25 had a

low average PMPH with Heterotic Group A. In addi- In conclusion, classification of the seven populations
based on SSR data mostly confirmed the results from thetion, PCoA accurately portrayed the relationship of

Pop43 to Heterotic Group A and B. It is closer to Heter- diallel data except the assignment of Pop25 to Heterotic
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Crossa, J., S.K. Vasal, and D.L. Beck. 1990. Combining ability esti-Group B. Furthermore, it was possible to assign Pop29
mates of CIMMYT tropical late yellow maize germplasm. May-to the established Heterotic Groups A and to propose
dica 35:273–278.new heterotic groups (Pop25, Pop43). When a large Crow, J.F. 1948. Alternative hypotheses of hybrid vigor. Genetics

number of germplasm exists but no established heterotic 33:477–487.
groups are available, genetically similar germplasm can Crow, J.F. 1999. Dominance and overdominance. p. 49–58. In J.G.
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